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Abstract: To survive in today’s manufacturing environments companies must push the standards of accuracy and 

speed to the highest levels possible. Electro Discharge Machining (EDM) has been used for over 50 years and 

recent developments have seen the use of EDM become much more viable.  The goal of this research is to produce 

and evaluate electrodes produced by different manufacturing methods. The use of electroforming and spray-metal 

deposition has only recently become viable methods of producing usable rapid tooling components.  The speed and 

accuracy as well as the cost of manufacture play a vital role in the tool and mould manufacturing process. 

Electroforming and spray-metal deposition offer an alternate option to traditional machining of electrodes. 
Electroforming is one method of producing electrodes for EDM.  The fact that electroforming can be used to 

produce multiple electrodes simultaneously gives it the advantage of saving on costs when multiple electrodes are 

needed.  Spray-metal deposition offers another alternative that is much cheaper and relatively faster to 

manufacture. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Spray deposition is a system additionally known as spray-steel deposition, plasma spray deposition, plasma spraying 

and plasma deposition.  Research in current years has proven advances inside the use of spray metal and the ensuing 

houses [1]. Spray metal deposition includes spraying atomized molten metallic directly to a sample to supply a 

duplicate of the floor required as proven in Figure 1.  The manner produces a shell on the surface of the pattern this 

is normally eliminated and returned filled to provide a low price opportunity to generating a strong metallic version.  

The moulds can be made value successfully from timber, steel, plastic, ceramic or maybe leather. These moulds can 

become very inexpensive due to the fact that they can be used more than once. 

The advantages of Spray Metal Tooling are that it cost seventy 5 % less and moulds can be made in 1/5 of the time.  

There are various applications wherein spray metallic tooling is used: 

     Prototype Injection Moulds 

     Polyurethane Tooling 

     Structural Foam 

     Thermoform Tooling 

     Blow Moulds 

     I.S.P. (immediately set polymers) 

     Spray Metal Tooling may be used to reduce cost of prototype moulds for; 

 Evaluating Injection Moulding Compounds 

 Make Custom Trade Show Samples 

 Test Physical Characteristics of Moulded Products 
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 Develop Spray Masks From Moulded parts 

 Determine if Shrink Fixtures are Necessary 

 

2. EDM 
 

The Electro-Discharge Machine, shown in Figure 1, used in the project is the Sodick Mould-Maker 3 NF40 

situated at QMI Solutions in Brisbane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 

1  Sodick 

Mould-

Maker 

3 NF40 

The EDM system consists of a fashioned device (electrode) and the work piece, related to a DC energy supply and positioned 

in a dielectric fluid.  When the capacity difference between the tool and the work piece is sufficiently high, a transient spark 

discharges via the fluid and removes a small quantity of metal from the surface of the work piece. The amount of steel 

elimination fee, surface finish and device wear are dependent on the voltage, current and frequency of sparks. Increase in 

voltage and cutting-edge effects in an increase in material removal rate and floor roughness. Due to the machining procedure 

happening with none machining forces, EDM is the suitable machining manner for extremely exceptional designated 

machining to be performed. EDM allows the metal to be hardened prior to machining to remove the opportunity of distortion 

after machining. 

 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Research organizations were discovering into many regions of Rapid Prototyping and Tooling.  Areas of Rapid Tooling that 

studies has been conducted and is persevering with in consist of forming tools, stereo lithography injection mold tools, Roto-

gear for casting and polymer infiltration for rapid gear.  These regions in speedy tooling display that there may be still a large 

scope for potential research to improve conventional and non-traditional tooling. Suggests that production of low volume of 

elements may be done in much less time and lower charges the use of the rapid tooling technologies.  Noguchi and Nakagawa 

have proven that combining RP techniques (SLA and Sintering) gives a useable technique of producing metallic fast forming 
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tools.  Offer a confirmed case for the creation of speedy tooling into a traditionally labour extensive and costly system.[1] 

Areas of Rapid Prototyping have been greater considerably investigated and researched. RP covers regions like Laminated 

Object Manufacture (LOM), Stereolithography (SLA), and Selective Laser Sintering (SLS).  These RP techniques are 

regularly used as the initial steps to lead in to Rapid Tooling.  Mueller and Kochan have researched and shown that LOM 

affords a cheap and powerful alternative because the initial steps for foundry casting patterns.  Extensive use of SLA has been 

used within the preliminary steps of prototyping and manufacture inside the areas of injection mildew tooling, sheet metallic 

drawing, precision forming tools, and EDM tooling. [2] 

“EDM has the benefit of allowing device metal to be dealt with to complete hardness before machining, fending off troubles 

of dimensional variability which are function of publish remedy”.  EDM (Electric Discharge Machining) or spark erosion is a 

non- conventional machining procedure used on hardened tool steels whilst complex and specified surfaces are required.  In 

die and mildew manufacturing, the EDM cycle can account for 25 to 40% of the tool room lead-time. The electrode 

manufacturing represents over. [3] 

In today’s production surroundings fee reduction is a primary goal, and a exceptional emphasis is located on the discount of 

time to complete obligations. Decreasing time and enhancing efficiency of methods is the main focus of many researchers.  

Advancements in Rapid Prototyping have allowed for amazing time saving in modern procedures.  Rapid Prototyping (RP) 

and associated techniques like Rapid Tooling have performed a main function in studies of cost and time reduction.  Rapid 

Tooling technology provide an alternative technique of manufacturing the promises to drastically lessen the time involved in 

layout and manufacture of gear. Within RP, Stereo lithography is one of the most important methods used in generating 

equipment.  RP is now taken into consideration to have a crucial function in product improvement, fee discount and time 

saving [4]. 

The conventional techniques of manufacturing electrodes include stamping, coining, grinding, extrusion/drawing, turning and 

milling from materials including copper, brass, metal and graphite.  RP Technology can be used without delay or not directly 

in the manufacturing of EDM electrodes.  Main strategies of RP electrode manufacture encompass sintering, electroforming, 

and spray metallic deposition.  A facility to sinter metallic powder wasn’t available for the research so electroforming and 

spray steel deposition turned into used.[5] 

The direct technique uses a manufactured version as the electrode or a model that has been covered by way of deposition or 

sheet formed.  The direct technique has been formerly carried out the use of the following three tactics: Electrically 

Conductive Plastic (doesn’t have enough electrical conductivity at present); Metal Powder Impregnated SL Resin Substrate 

(brushed off due to the inability to cure the composite resin); Application Of Coatings To Substrates (Various routes from SL 

model through metallising and coating to EDM electrode had been identified and show potential to be possible) [6]. 

The oblique method of electrode manufacture involves the manufacture of a terrible mildew in which a shell is produced 

using cloth deposition or sheet deformation. The shell is then subsidized with a suitable resin or low melt alloy.  The 

following strategies were used: Coated Electrodes from Negative Pattern (the terrible sample is used with electroforming, 

galvanic plating and spray metallic.  All have proven promise except spray metal has poor performance due to porosity); 

Tartan Tooling and Rotational Copper Casting (Has promising consequences with electrodes in copper/tungsten claiming 

better put on prices than graphite) Experiments the usage of the direct manufacturing and indirect production techniques were 

attempted to differing degrees of element. Specially researches the electroformed electrodes by means of optimizing the 

parameters to get the quality MRR, TWR and Ra as viable.  Researched into how the wall thickness of the electroformed 

shell affects the machining time. 
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have shown comparisons between non-conventional electroformed electrodes and traditional machined electrodes.  Have 

shown a standard evaluation between electroformed electrodes and machined electrodes however supply lots don’t detail into 

performance of the electrodes.  Research by means of shows a greater info assessment of the exclusive electrodes in phrases 

of MRR, TWR and Ra but their work is on at once synthetic electrodes. There appears to be insufficient information inside 

the investigation of the performance of oblique manufactured electrodes (the use of electroforming and spray metallic) 

compared to traditional solid electrodes through the manipulation of EDM method parameters.[7] 

The loss of records on circuitously synthetic electrodes furnished the need to analyze further into the non-conventional 

strategies of producing electrodes.  There becomes additionally a loss of research into the usage of complicated fashioned 

electrodes manufactured in strategies other than the conventional machining. The previous work completed that lead into this 

proposed venture includes paintings accomplished by way  and implemented Rapid Tooling strategies to produce 

electroformed electrodes that had been utilized in experiments to replace conventional machining with non-conventional 

machining EDM. Experimental results showed the capability of the electroformed electrodes in evaluation to strong copper 

electrodes, however inadequate flushing result in the failure of the electrodes.[8] 

Concluded that the electroformed electrodes performance was based on the shell thickness.  A shell thickness less than 2mm 

couldn’t resist long method instances of EDM. continued research into the electroformed copper electrodes.  The recognition 

turned into on using stereo lithography rapid prototyping to provide the master styles and vacuum casting to provide a bad 

sample.  The poor sample turned into used within the electroforming system to supply the copper shells.  The electroformed 

copper shells were sponsored with aluminum epoxy.  Their experiments proved the capability for applications of 

electroformed electrodes to EDM.  Those experiments led to this proposed studies [9]. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

The stable copper and electroformed copper electrodes have been synthetic efficiently to the experimental degree but the 

spray metallic electrodes have been unusable. 

The solid electrodes constantly achieved higher than the electroformed electrodes at all system settings as proven within the 

summary graphs of the performances in Machining Time, MRR and TWR. 

The foremost issues encountered with the electroformed electrodes included: 

 Issues with setup and conductivity, 

 Shell thickness is tough to control and cavities are hard to construct flippantly, 

 The electroformed shells are without difficulty broken, 

 The backing fabric doesn’t have the identical conductivity as the copper, 

 The copper shells are prone to warping below thermal stress, 

 Delamination is possible, 

Other regions in EDM that might gain from extra studies consist of: 

 Flushing systems for deep cavities, 

 Conductive backing materials for the electrode shells, 

 Setup and tooling for the electrode attachment to the EDM tool submit to increase the conductivity, 

 Investigation into thermal stresses taking place within the electroformed electrode shells and backing cloth. 
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